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Coplanar door wardrobes

Sliding door wardrobes

Hinged doors wardrobes
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Wardrobe with coplanar VITRO doors in gloss lacquered glass



 Wardrobe with coplanar VITRO doors in lacquered satin glass
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SIGNA

33

SIGNA
 

Clean-cut, geometric and minimalist 
lines are moved by the alternating 
materials of the strips. The tone-on-tone 
combination of natural wood and matt 
lacquered wood offers new, classical and 
gratifying perspectives. Modern design 
finds its identity in the combination of 
natural wood and lacquers that offer 
contemporary contrasts
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Hinged door wardrobe with matt lacquered BRECCIA door. 
Burnished finish grip border. Materico Larice Brown end 
panels
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Sliding door wardrobe with LINE doors in Dark mirror. 
Burnished finish border and LINE HIGH handle. Interiors 
in Materico Larice Brown melamine with drawer unit in 
Dark mirror



Hinged doors wardrobe with LINE doors in satin lacquered glass
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LISCIA

Maniglia BOX
BOX handle
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LISCIA
The extremely clean-cut lines of the door 
are set off by the elegant integrated 
handle that is very discreet, tone-on-
tone, yet offers a strong grip



LISCIA

Maniglia VOGUE
VOGUE handle
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VOGUEVOGUE



LISCIA

Maniglia ARCO
ARCO handle
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ARCO



Interior fittings

Structure interior in Linen-effect 
melamine, always with hanging rail 
and supports in Bianco colour
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Structure interior in Jute-effect 
melamine, always with Burnished 
finish hanging rail and supports



Interior fittings
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Interior fittings

Hung two-drawer unit in Linen-
effect melamine, also available in 
Jute-effect, Dark Oak and Brown 
Larch

Sweater organiser in Linen-effect 
melamine, also available in Jute-
effect, Dark Oak and Brown Larch 

Hung two-drawer unit in Brown 
Larch with Dark mirror front, also 
available in Jute-effect, Linen-effect 
and Dark oak melamine
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 Deep drawer in Brown Larch, also 
available in Jute-effect, Linen-effect 
and Dark Oak melamine 

Four-drawer unit in Brown Larch, 
also available in Jute-effect, Linen-
effect and Dark Oak melamine 

Brown Larch melamine sweater 
organiser



Upper top with flush-mounted led light
✽ Linen-effect module with white
clothes-lift and exterior led light
on the upper top

Interior fittings
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Burnished finish pullout accessory 
tray for Jute-effect melamine 
structure and White finish for 
Linen-effect melamine structure

✽ White finish pullout trouser rack
for Linen-effect melamine
structure and Burnished finish for
Jute-effect melamine structure



NUANCE
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NUANCE

POLO
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POLO VETRO



Vetro satinato | Materico laccato
Satin glass | Lacquered Materico

NUANCE
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Vetro lucido | Materico laccato
Gloss glass | Lacquered Materico






